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Abstract: This research work is based on queuing theory and its application analysis on bus services using single server and
multiple servers’ models, a case study of Federal Polytechnic transport system, Kaura Namoda. The aim of this paper is to
compare the parameters of single server and multiple servers’ models. Primary data was employed using observation method in
the course of conducting this research. The data was analyzed, using manual computations to validate the results. The research
revealed that the traffic intensity, average number of customers in the system, average number of customers in the queue,
average time spent in the system, Average time spent in the queue of a single server and multiple servers are 0.9355,14.5,
13.5645,0.25, 0.2339 and 0.4677, 1.1974, 0.2619, 0.0206,0.0045 respectively. This therefore indicates that the multiple
servers’ model is more efficient than single server model as it minimizes these parameters. It is therefore recommended that the
management should provide more school buses in order to reduce the traffic congestion.
Keywords: Servers, Queue, Service Rate, Arrival Rate, Exponential Distribution and Poisson Distribution

1. Introduction
Promoting the use of public transit can be an effective way
to reduce urban traffic congestion, fossil fuel depletion, and
greenhouse gas emissions. In many cities of the world,
however, the service quality of transit, especially bus
systems, is very poor, which discourages travelers from
choosing this more sustainable mode. A major cause of this
poor service quality is that buses often experience severe
congestion at busy bus stops.
While serving passengers at a bus stop, buses can interact
in ways that limit bus discharge flow from the stop and create
large bus delays. This can significantly degrade the bus
system’s overall service quality [1-3]. Moreover, the
disruptive bus maneuvers at these stops will often impede
adjacent car traffic, and thus create more congestion. Hence,
an important question in bus system planning is: how should
one design a busy bus stop and manage bus operations in and

around the stop to increase the rate that buses can discharge
from the stop, and to mitigate the induced bus and car
congestion?
Queuing theory is the mathematical study of waiting lines,
or the act of joining a line (queues). In queuing theory a
model is built so that queue lengths and waiting times can be
calculated [4]. The issue of queuing has been a subject of
scientific debate for there is no known society that is not
confronted with the problem of queuing. Wherever there is
competition for limited resource queuing is likely to occur.
The role of transportation in human life cannot be
overemphasized. Efficient transportation system plays an
important role in catering for the daily necessities in the lives
of the citizens [5]. These include access to amenities and
services that are central to the lives of all individuals, like
employment, education, health services and leisure. At the
individual level, transportation is a crucial factor for urban
insertion since it gives access to economic activity, facilitates
family life and helps in spinning social networks as pointed
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out by [6].
Consequently, in an attempt to acquire vehicles to enable
individuals travelling faster and carry out daily activities
easily, cities in the world now witness tremendous
motorization, especially since 1988 global car population
have exceeded 400 million [7]. The reason for this
phenomenon is that in both the Transportation "currently
accounts for 23 percent of the world's greenhouse-gas
emissions," and according to Brad Plumer who writes at the
Washington Post “and most of that unconventional oil is
significantly dirtier, from a CO2 perspective, than the
traditional stuff [8]. If people in the developing world keep
buying vehicles then simple upgrades in fuel-efficiency alone
are not going to be enough to stop a steady uptick in global
temperatures [9].

2. Literature Review
Traffic congestion using Queuing Theory to Vehicular
Traffic at Signalized Intersection in Kumasi-Ashanti Region,
Ghana were modeled. The results showed that traffic
intensity, ρ<1 for all sessions, a condition that suggests a
perfect traffic system. Consequently, smooth flow of traffic
was shown since the server at each channel was able to serve
more than the cars in waiting queue when servers resume
work. Again, it was found that heavy traffic occurs in the
evening. Stakeholders can task Motor Traffic Transport Unit
(MTTU) to check that drivers desist from such practices so
that there will be free flow of traffic in the evening and also
promote the use of bikes, which apart from serving as a form
of exercise also helps to reduce fuel consumption thereby
saving money for the Government to tackle problem of other
sectors of the economy. Finally, the government of Ghana
could introduce a public transport system so that people do
not travel with private cars to their places of work to reduce
congestion on the roads, which in turn boosts productivity
[10].
Queuing model was applied to assess the performance of
Multi-Channel Multi-Servers Motor Spirit Filling Station.
The performance measure of this adopted queue model was
carried out to be able to know numbers of customers waiting
in the queue and in the system, waiting time of the customers
in the queue and in the system as well as the utilization factor
for the servers in this case study. Based on this, management
decision was taken from the revelation of the performance
assessment of this filling station and policy for running this
filling station was formulated. Application of this adopted
queue model by using data collected from Nigeria National
Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) Mega Station revealed that
as number of servers increases, customers’ average arrival
rate decreases; increase in average service rate reduces the
average waiting time in this system; as average customer in
the system reduces so also average customers in the queue.
Also as the probability of the system being busy reduced, the
probability of idleness increases. The case study is using 7
attendants presently, which gave utilization factor of 32%
bringing the idleness probability to 68%. Though service rate
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increases while the system and queue time reduces; queue
formed in the system was negligible. The calculated mean for
the servers’ utilization factor is 0.46 (46%) as concerned this
study. The 0.47 (47%) obtained is closest to this value and
hence selected as the minimum benchmark. This minimum
benchmark of 47% was to select the number of attendant
required for this system. At utilization of 0.682 and idleness
of 0.292, 3 attendants will be required. The waiting time in
the system Ws = 0.20 hr, waiting time on the queue Wq =
0.13 hr, average customers’ queue Lq = 1, service rate µ = 15
with arrival rate of 10 customers per hour. The selected
number of attendant is five (5). Incentives can be given to
create overtime that will increase the utilization factor of
these five attendance. Any value below this benchmark is not
encouraged for this system [11].
The problem of optimizing traffic light phases on signalcontrolled road intersections was mathematically formulated
and solved. The flow of vehicles on multi-lane roads is
described by Poisson processes. In this paper the concept of
the effective number of lanes is used which indicates the
maximum flow of cars with different modes of traffic lights.
Methods of queuing theory helped to obtain explicit solutions
of the problem of minimizing delays at signal-controlled road
intersection [12].
Queuing theory was employed to model tobacco supply,
This research used PT XYZ which supplies dried tobacco
(chopped Madura) of the local name tobacco collectors as
known as bandol. The queues were quite long and bandol
experiencing frequent obscurity of time to be served during
the waiting time shortage and obscurity. This has an impact
on the cost and time to bandol. Therefore, this research aims
are (1) to obtain a supply of tobacco queuing system (2) to
obtain a proper queuing system in the supply of tobacco (3)
to obtain a minimal cost to the queuing system in the supply
of tobacco.
Data analysis was performed according to the queuing
models in the PT XYZ. The results of the study are (1)
queuing systems in the form PT XYZ path queuing system
with a multiple channel, the waiting time to be served short
enough that 0.003 minutes, the average time of 2.877 minutes
in the system, the queue length 0.0006 unit of transportation
service is equivalent to one unit of transportation, long
queues in the system are 0.605 units of transportation that
equal to 21units of transportation (2) the actual occurrence of
a long queue outside the queuing system, because the
transportation carrying tobacco wants to earn their turn to
enter the warehouse and immediately served (3) minimal
costs for bandol incurred amounted to Rp 450,000.00 for one
unit of transportation (pick up) that it brought 2 workers.
Minimal costs incurred amounted to Rp 700,000.00 for other
unit of transportation (truck) that it brought two workers to
the difference in labour and rental costs [13].

3. Methodology
Queue model as an idealized to presentation or real life
situations [14]. He also postulated certain assumptions of
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model.
Some of the assumptions made on the system include:
i. Single channel queue
ii. There is an infinite population from which customers
originate.
iii. The waiting areas of customer is adequate
iv. Exponential distribution of service time
v. Poisson arrival (Random arrival)
vi. Arrival in groups at the same time (Bulk arrival is
treated as a single arrival
vii. The queue discipline is first come first served (FCFS)
Queuing theory model has two types of model under it
which include the multiple servers and single models.
Queuing theory model has two types of models under it
which include the multiple servers and single server model.
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4. Results and Discussion
1) Analysis of the parameters of the queuing model for the
Monday congestion
Number of servers=1
Mean customers arrival rate, λ = 25 per trip.
Mean service rate, µ = 32 per trip
Utilization factor, P = = 0.7813
Probability of having zero students in the system,
P(0) = 1 – P = 0.2187
Average number of students in the system,
Ls =

λ

= 3.5714 students

Average number of students in the queue,
Lq = Ls -

λ

=2.7901

Average time spent in the system, Ws =

= 0.1429

Average time spent in the queue, Wq =

= 0.1116

2) Analysis of the parameters of the queuing model for the
Tuesday congestion.
Number of servers=1
Mean customers arrival rate, λ = 29 per trip.
Mean service rate, µ = 32 per trip
Utilization factor, P = = 0.9063
Probability of having zero students in the system,
P(0) = 1 – P = 0.0937 students
Average number of students in the system,
Ls =

λ

= 9.6667 students

system.
LQ = Pl = the average number of customers waiting in
line.

Average number of students in the queue,

3.2. Multiple Servers Queuing Model

Average time spent in the system, Ws =

= 0.3333

Average time spent in the queue, Wq =

= 0.3021

Mean customers arrival rate= λ

λ

Average number of customers in the system, Lq = Lq +

3.1. Single Server Queuing Model
This model is based on the following assumptions:
i. The arrival follow Poisson distribution with a mean
arrival rate
ii. The service time has exponential distribution, average
service rate µ.
iii. Arrival are infinite population a
iv. customer are served on a first in, first out basis (FIFO)
v. There is only a single server.
Line, single – phase system, the following assumptions are
made when we model this environment:
i. The customers are petie (No balking, reneging, or
jockeying) and come from population that can be considered
infinite.
ii. Customer arrivals are described by a Poisson
distribution with a mean arrival rate of λ (Lamda). This
means that the time between successive customers arrivals
follow an exponential distribution with an average of 1/λ.
iii. The customer service rate is described by a Poisson
distribution with a mean service rate of µ. This means that
the service time for one customer follows an exponential
distribution with an average of 1/µ.
iv. The waiting time line priority rate used is first – come,
first – serve.
Using these assumptions, we can calculate the operating
characteristics of a waiting line system using the following
formula:
λ = mean arrival rate of customer (average number of
customers arrival per unit of time)
µ = means service rate (average number of customer that
can be served per unit of time)
P = = the average utilization of the system.

)

Lq = Ls -

λ

=8.7604

3) Analysis of the parameters of the queuing model for the
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Po=1

Wednesday congestion.
Number of servers=1
Mean customers arrival rate, λ = 58 per trip.
Mean service rate, µ = 62 per trip
Utilization factor, P = = 0.9355

(!" $ )&
!

λ

Lq=

Average number of students in the queue,

λ

=13.5645
= 0.25

Average time spent in the queue, Wq =

= 0.2339

Table 1. Comparison of the Parameters of the m/m/i Model for the Three
Days.
Monday
25
32
0.7813
0.2187
3.5714
2.7901
0.1429
0.1116

λ

Μ
P
P(0)
Ls
Lq
Ws
Wq

Tuesday
29
32
0.9063
0.0937
9.6667
8.7604
0.3333
0.3021

Wednesday
58
62
0.9355
0.0645
14.5
13.5645
0.25
0.2339

Table 2. Comparison of the Single Server Model with a Proposed MultiServer Model.
Parameters

m/m/1
58
62
0.9355
0.0645
14.5
13.5645
0.25
0.2339

λ

Μ
P
P(0)
Ls
Lq
Ws
Wq

m/m/2
58
62
0.4677
0.3626
1.1974
0.2619
0.0206
0.0045

MULTI-SERVER MODEL (m/m/2)
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Wq= =

. $ ,
!"

=0.0045
$

Ws=Wq+ =0.0045+ =0.0206
From table 2 above, the result has shown that the
efficiency parameters under two different queuing models.
The traffic intensity has reduced significantly from 93.55% to
46.77%. This shows that as more servers (school bus) are
introduced, then the bus stop becomes less busy; this may
attract more students.

5. Conclusions
In case of the school bus stop selected as a case study, the
results throw light on some important issue about the
operation mode of the waiting line. The students have to wait
on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday at an average of 0.1429
mins, 0.3333 mins and 0.25 mins respectively in the system.
The average numbers of students who have to wait are
2.7901, 8.7604 and 13.5645. And 78.13% and 93.55% on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday respectively of arriving
students have to wait to be served. The results show that
there is a need to improve the operators that occur within the
waiting line. If the school management continues to provide
few buses to operate at the bus stop, the number of waiting
students will increase. In a note shell, there is need to
improve the serve rate.
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